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Tthin the last century our culture has taken an unprecedented form,

-,

. , centered on the premise of unlimited, cheap energy, and on the
desirability of its unqualified use. As a result, all aspects of our
culture and our lives have developed forms which can only be supported
by massive energy consumption and which can only be considered valid
from within thoSe assumptions. TheSe forms,ere not necessarily better
than.other'ones, and are coming to be seen asliev'ng considerable
negative effects that often outweigh their assumed advantages.

Growing realization of the limited nature of our present energy sources
and of the environmental degradation causediby their use are bringing
us to reconsider the wisdom of our cultural and techhological premises;
We are beginning to see the great and unnecessary waste in our ways'..

of doing things, and to discover ways to accomplish our dreams with
less need for energy.

Our assumptions about energy deeply permeate our thinking, and so far
We have mostly concerned ourselves with trying to continue our present
ways a bit more efficiently, rather than asking if they are perhaps
basicly wrong. We have not looked carefully to see if it is possible
to escape our4ependence on energy (partiLlarlY fossil fuel energy)
and'if it is possible and perhaps more desirableto live lightly and
more Simply. ,

Our attitudes towards what we think is possible and towards how We wish
to live are the most important factors in determining how much energy
we',use (and waste), the nature of oui energy use, and the quality of
our lives which result from its use. Our complete immersion in our
current way of using energy and our lack of knOWledge of the existing
and proven alternatives prevent us from developing other, and 'perhaps
moil-pleasant, ways of living which have consideAbly different energy...

implications and effects upon our lives.

There are perfectly safe and convenient, ways of handling ALL aspects
of our lives affected by energy without having to depend in any way
on foSsil fuels or nuclear power. This should be obvious, as there
have been many cultures in our world equally as 'refined, luxurious,
sophisticated, and comfortalpe as -our own - some even more so,- without
our dependence upon energy'. It is not obvious to us because we are
only familiar with foSsil fuels and nuclear power, and are unfamiliar
with the different patterns of benefits and problems associated with
other ways of doing things.

The projected - exponential growth in our energy use and its attendant
problems are entirel'unnedessary as well as undesirable. It is. possible
to live quite comfortably on a fraction of the energy we-consume today.
We- CAN choose to live wisely armed gently in our world, and the changes
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possible through that are not` insignificant: It is possible today,
without hardship, to reduce the energy consumption of our society by
90%,,..and live happily on 'less than one-tenth of the energy we now use,
While.at the same time enriching our freedom, our enjoyment, and our
lives.

CIlanges' which we individually can bring about - in our homes and in
the energy flows which are affected by our actions there - can, in great
measure, bring about such changes,

1.. See study on attitudes and energy underway by The Energy Polidy
Project, Washington, D.C.

2. See V.I.T.A. Village Technology Handbook, Tools for Progress by the
Ifitermealate Technology Group, etc,

3. See The Ancient Khmer Empire, by Lawrence Briggs for information
on the culture that built Angkor Wat, etc. Also, Joseph Needham's
Science and Civilization in China has a wealth. of information on
the ingenius technology of China.

The. Problems With Bricks In Your Toilet
Most of the information we are deluged with concerning our use Of
energy is either of a crisis nature or persuasive literature suggesting
that all will be well if we only turn, down the furnace a couple of
degrees, fix the leaking faucet, put a brick in our toilet tank, or
put Smaller wattage light bulbs in our attic. Because they are unwilling,
to question or change"any of our accepted practices and attitudes,
these "save-a-watt" suggestions studiously avoid any of the central
issues of our energ problems. They make Us feel'we're "wringing every
last bit" out of our energy, when possible improvements are actually
several orders of magnitude greater. Many suggestions are designed
only to shave demand peaks for the utility companies, even out:loads,
or protectothe industry's interests.

For instance, the U.S. Government booklet, "7 Ways to Reduce Fuel
Consumption in Household Heating.... through energy conservation ",
put out by the Special Assistantto the President foi Consumer Affairs
and the National Bureau'of Standards, suggests things like repairirig
leaking faucets, closing draperies at night, cleaning furnace filters,
etc. All of these offer savings, but are hardly significant relative
to the 60% loss of heat energy occuring when electricat\heat is used,
the general overheating of buildings, the potentials of sol,ar heating,
'the subsidized costs offuels, etc. The booklet, "60 energy savers
that make cents", put out by Northern States Power Company, has
quite a few good suggestions on economizing on energy use in the ho
and suggests ways of using your air cOnditioner more efficiently/
'but doesn't mention that there are other means of maintaining summer
comfort in a home that use less energy.



Minnegasco sends out ener saving tips in its billings, but, at the
same time advertises gas pa io lights and other frivolous uses of gas.
It alsp doesn't mention. that he 600,000 households in the Minneapolis
area that heat their homes wit gas pay their gas company T $6 million
to $10 million every summer aAd aste more than 5,000,000 "cubic feet
of gas in the process, solely because they don't know enought to turn
off the pilot lights in their furnaces at the end of the heating
season. Few are aware that the pilot light burns $3-4 of gas a month,
and many don't even know there is a pilot light.

None of the utilities mention'the inverted nature of their rate
structures whiich 'generally give discounts to large energy users and
charge you more per unit of energy the less you use. NSF charges
5.1t/kwh for the first 60 kwh of residential use per month, buh'if
you use more than 800 kwh/month, they only cost you 1.65t/kwh. If.
you use a lot of electricity (electric heat or hot water), you pay
approximately 20.% less than that. If you are a commercial or
industrial user, your rates are even more subsidized by resideatial
users. Obviously, such rate structures do little to encourage
efficient energy use.

-----

The electric and gas utilities are beginning to realize that even their
own interests are not necessarily best served by promoting higher energy
use, and are becoming ,somewhat more responsive towards energy conserving
suggestions and policies. They still'have far to go. The argument
is made that they can produce power more cheaply if.done atra constant
full-load rate (thus agreeing to "peak-shaVing",conservation but still
offering lower rates to stimulate off-hour use). As far as spreading
capital costs over the greatest pOssible production, that is true.
'However, every pound of coal or barrel of oil consumed is gone
whether at peak or off-peak hours.

Changes in a person's life style e'en fairly minor ones can have
a much greater impact on energy use than most "save-a-watt" ideas.
Not using electric'heat, not using air conditioners, using solar water
and space heating, living near where you work, and consuming less can
quite significantly lessen fuel consumption. Living where you work
saves not only gas but highway construction and maintenance costs,
auto depreciation and replacement costs, parking space, etc. It is
also better for your health,. Sharing a car saves energy, but using
trains and busses saves much more, and staying home eliminates the
problem. Use of unprocessed foods can eliminate huge energy
expenditures by industry that don't seem related to household
energy consumption though theyoaretotally determined by the attitudes
and lifestyles occuring there.

Our attitudes towards energy underlie many of the problems of our
culture and.support wireasonably inefficient institutions. We spend
$78 billion a year on academic education, while other learning
processes produce, rather than consume goods, time, and energy.
Our agriculture uses more energy than it produces, and our industry,
transportation, entertainment, etc. are all energy-intensive. If
measured on any, broader criteria than our traditional economics, they
are incredibly ineffective in both energy use and the fulfillment of
their intended purpose.



Unnecessary activity involves a far, greater energy loss to our society
than inefficient use of energy - and is more easily eliminated. Our
major energy wasters include war, early obsolescence, unnecessary work,
advertising, industrial waste heat, private transport, inefficiently
used public transport, attempts to heat or cool large volumes,
industrialized agriculture, bureaucracies based on irrelevant tally,
our processes of obtaining -energy, non-reused or recycled materials,
and the style in which we live. If we were in a totally independent
country with truly unlimited and undamaging energy resources, this
incredible waste would be less serious - though still damaging to
our personal growth and vitality. In an interconnected'worId with
limited fuel reserves, it brings serious questions of'political
independence betimen fuel producing and consuming nations; In economic
cOmpetitiOn with. countries with wiser energy policies, such as China,
our energy waste will inevitably bring us severe and damaging trade
'ithbalinces, monetary adjustments, and worsening of our quality of
life. Perhaps its #ost damaging product remains the effects on our
heads of careless lac of concern and understanding of the people,
processes, energy fl s,

-and situations in which we are-involved.KK

Y,
Direct waste of energy in homes is relatively minor in comparison
to wastes in these other sectors of our society. However, the
greater wastes are all within energy flows that originate or end in
the hogle or are determined by our actions-there, and oqnsiderable
leverage exists in energy practices in the home to change larger
ones as well. Quite substantial amounts of energy CAN be saved within
the household, and in the process we can move to some more satisfying
ways of

See N.S.P. Rate Schedule, Jan. 1972.
5. U.S. Statistical Abstract, 1972.
6. See Ipelengeng - School for Mahalapye, Botswana, Stephen Murray.

1973 thesis,'Univ. of Minn. School of Architecture for good discussion
of productive rather than consumptive learning processes.

7. See "City Planning in China", Graham Towers. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, 7/73,
for discussion of Chinese regional planning policies.
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Don't Solve" Problems Avoid Them
It is wiser to avoid energy use than to maximize the efficiency of
its actual employment. In order of decreasing effectiveness and
increasing cost and involvement, energy use can be avoided by determinihg
the following:

1. Is the activity for which the energy is to be used necessary? Can
it be avoided,, thus totally saving the energy necessary its
accomodation and operation?

2. If the activity is necessary, where is the most desirable climate
for it? Ought it to be located where substantial energy is necessary"
for heating, cooling, transportation, etc..? Can it move south in
the winter more economically than heating and shoveling snow around
it all winter?

'3; Where are the most favorable micro-climatic conditions? They can
considerably minimize the heating, cooling, and other cliMate
tempering energy needed. (Seattle has a very wet winter, while
across the Sound, in the rain shadow of the.Olympicmountains, the
sun almost always shines. In Toronto there is a 30 difference between
winter temperatures along the lakefront and those in the river valley.)

10. Develop a lifestyle, or,ways of performing the activity that consume
least. energy and place least demand upon thesurrOUndings. The
variations. in the way we do -things can easily double (or alve)*
the energy used.

1

5., Design buildings, when buiAdings are necessary, that minimize
energy demands for construction and operation.

6. Find the most efficient means of obtaining and utilizing the right
energy necessary to fill those needs. It is only this last
question, and that usually only in part, that is asked when
considering energy conservation. Its effectiveness is rather low,
as it can only hoi$e to more effectively satisfy conditions which
were perhaps unnecessary to begin with

Energy Flows Through The Home
'SPACE HEATING

'Space heating is. usually the largest energy flow through a house in
its normal operatOn. -Minimizing heat loss from the house and
choosing and econhmizing on.the sources of make-up heat offer the
most substantial means of removing our dependence upon fossil fuels

7
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for space heating. The economics of insulation are tied to the costs
of fuel - the higher thencost of pel, the greater the fuel and dollar
savings through added insulation. Conventions of house construction
and the material and insulation costs of insulationalso-affect the
economics: of minimizing heat loss froM a dWeiling. A substantial
'rise in fNer costs over present rates Would, in ad4tion to making
much more heavily insulated homes desirable, entirely change' the
relative economics of solar heating or.wind-eleceic, heating.

1
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4p WEATHERSTRIPPING;
STORM SASH

Fuel savings by conventional
means of preventing heat lots..

Conventional practices of minimizing heat loss are faitly widely
known, though not universally applied. Wall and ceiling insulation,
minimizing infiltration through weatherstripping of windows and doors,,
tiouble glazing or adding storm windows to window and door openings. all
offer substantial savings in almost anY partof,,the country except the
extreme south. Even weatherstripped and double-glazed, windows are

'often the largest single factor in heat loss from a house. Southern
windows are,-however,'also a potential dource of inexpensive solar
heat. In combination with insulated panels, shutters, or.- curtains
which can be closed over the windows at night,to change We heat loss;
they'can offei,considerable.benefits.- bcith "in minimizing heat loss
and in gaining very low cost solar supplementary heating. 'Careful
design of overhangs and landscaping to minimize heat gain in the
summer can make such windows a considerable benefit to the ener4y flows
through a house.
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Numerous architectural factors can affect the heat loss of a
structure its geometry, the amount.of surface area of walls and
roofs,, the relative orientation of windows and large iiall surfaces
to the sun and wind, the color of surface materials, the heat t

transmission of structural and surface materials, the design of
landscaping to minimize wind speed, etc. The use of earth berms or

. building b neath the ground level can offer considerable heating and

l'

cooling sa ngs, as the ground temperature a few feet down remains
at'a stable 45 -60 °F, and can do much to minimize the great temperature
fluctuations that a normalheating'system must deal with. Some

,

moisture and condensation problems arise inothat kind of construction,
but can be avoided through careful design. .,

Another means of minimizing heat loss is through maintaining lower
temperature in the spaces. Many homes today are heated to 75 or above,
yet keeping the temperature at 68° in the daytime an8 five degrees lowerrm"
at night is mroe healthful, comfortable, and saves about 3% of heating
costs for every degree lowered. Spending more time outside, or in -_

'spaces open to the outside also can acclimate us to either colder
or hOtter ambipnt temperatures than,we would choose if kept in constant
temperature surroundings. This can allow us to be comfortable in
cooler winter room temperatures and warmer summer room temperatures,
lessening the energy necessary for comfort.,

Composition of Residential PONVer. Usage In stMilitary Housing Project

kWhr

Lights and small appliances
Range
Clothes dryer
Water heater

3.926
1,019
1,156
8,572

o 14.6
. 3.8

4.3
31.9

Subtotal 14,673 54,6
Heating

Bathrodm resistance heater 1,122 4.2
Heat pump

Compressor 4,855
Supp. resistance heater 182 5,037 18.7

Subtotal 6,159 22.9
Cooling 6,060 22.5

Total annual kWhr use 26;892 100.0

o

k

Projected reduction in electricity demand
doubling cost, of electricity.

resulting from
-

lopti/anunCtt,se
assumption

1.1cctricity price
a%sumptton

I ic_Uicdq ttent3rtil 11 loill
1975 1980 r 1990 2000

A 111:A ITC 1.98 2.38 3.01 3.45II \ IICA
\

Double by 2000 1.88 2.01. 2.11 2.0fC 444 ZPG 2013' 1 PC 1,98 2.0 2.9S 319
1) K f:- /P-4. IG 2035 Double by 2000 1.8S 2.65 2.07 ' 1.91E z DEA Conitant 2.02 2.34 r 3.56 4.56F 11V-.A 2.14 3.05 5.66 049

20ZAO.

Average plice% decline 24 percent from 1970 to 1910, and 12 percent e3ch 10 t,eats' there:diet until
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The energy that is lost,fromwaterhpaters, furnaces, and other
household appliances offers a mixed benefit,and problem. The energy
used and lost-frOm those appliances should be minimized to begin
with, but what heat is lost can go towards space heating, and-can
minimize the neel,tor 'additional energy. In the summer, howeveri
the lame heat.put into the occupied' spaces makes them less comfortable
and requires-theveral'times the energy expenditure, to cool the spaces
again. -The keeping of furnacesi) water-heaters, and appliances.in
occupied spaces rather than crawl spaces, garages, or basements, can
retain, their heat in more useable-form, and get almost double' use out
cif some oft.hevheat, 'Furnaces' can/be,turned Off at" the end of the
heating 'season-, and other:appliances located in well- ventilated

.pladea where -their waste heat can be:yapted to -itieoutside-inthe
summer months. .10

Vpntilation heat recovery can be used to transT. the heat from
.

exhaust air to incoming Ventilation air where mechanical ventilation
is necessary. The use of entrl.r.yektibules can help minimize the
heated air:lost through the comings and goings of people. In much
modern construction the infiltration lotses are actually lower than
necessary ventilation needs, but some further conservation can be
made Ihiough the evening out of the time and location Of infiltration.
Th9 cd.erect design of fireplaces, with tight dampers and with control
of coMbustion air, can both minimize loss of heate air when the
fireplace is not in.use-and also'improve the operat'hg efficiency when
it is inusel Most-homes,also maintain the same temperature in all
rooms, belower temperatures in quiet rooms such as bedrooms, when
actually the more active rooms require less heat.

,

1f we take -.a tip from heating practices in China, Japan, and other
traditional cuitur.4s, we could think in terms of keeping the people

' warm rather than tqe space, using more insulated clothing rather
than buildings', and keeping lower temperatures in places of.adtive

A `work or where clothing or.)activity can keep a person warm.

After the sun,' people are actually our best energy source.'41e are
always giving off heat from our bodies, and the conservation of that
heat loss can go far towards maintaining comfort without additional
heating. Sleeping, we give off about J80 BTU/H per person, which
rises to 400 BTU /H` -for quiet sitting,,and 800 BTU/H for housework.
'Spaces containing many people; and some small, well-insulated spaced
may require no additional heat.beYond that given off by the people in
them.

FOL. mechanical.work,"also, we are' often among the most efficient
energy sources. Assuming we would. be alive and eating anyhow, we only
have'to.pay for the extra energy expended,during the work considered,
while for draft animals. we have to consider, their entire'energ',
consumption Wifether working or not, and before becoming old enough to work:
Mechanized energy sources are almost invariably less efficient when
their tot-a1 energy use is considered,

t
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Income energy, sources for heating, which don't depleteour energy
reserves,.include solar heating; solar electrical heating; by
wind, and perhaps geothermal and tidal electricity; wood heat;
methane, alcohol and hydrogen from agricultural wastes, algae
pibduction, wood-, etc.. Solar heating has probably the grfatest,
potential for minimizing our dependence on other energy smirces:for
space - heating - both thto9gh complete heating systems,-and through'
very low cost means of tempering,9sHing, and evening out thenormal
heat rhythms in our' surroundings. Although intensive work on
using income energy sources is only beginning,'there are several
techniques and systems that even in prototype, state are marginally--
competative with fossil fuel systems. Commercially available,
mass-produced systems for 100% solar heating, hot water;' and air
conditioning should be'available on the market within two years.

Commercidt electricity generation from methane, and the use -of
waNte heat from the generation proCess to Operatejieat pumps for
space heating offer possibilities of gaining greater efficiency
out of. the, process of transforming,.and distributing, energy"; Other
Possibirities of improving efficiency of heating processes' include .

the use of infra-red reflective heating systems for greater efficiency
in warming pTyple while maintaining the actual air temperattre at a
lower level. The improvement of present heat-pump and4eat-pipe
techniques,promise.considerable increase in efficiency of energy use
and transfer. Careful design of gravity, specific-density, and

'

ether heating gsystems that require minimal operating energy can
make solar -based space heating almW, if not totally, free, of
need for auxiliary energy sources. Combination ofsolar- electric
and solar-heat collectors presently underdevelopment promise
a more complete, use of theenergy'falling on a -co1l5ctory and. can
provide Operating energy as well as a heat source.

Wind-electric energy can be added to ansolar heat sink through resistance
eleqiic heaters to store excess energy not needed to operate appliances,
etc. Improvements in wind-generators currently being tested promise
greater simplicitr, lower cost, and greater outputand effic4ency -
making them a mudil more competative electrical source for isolated5
dwellings. The increased consideration of ,microclimatic conditions
and ambient energy availability such as solar and wind energy suggest
considerable regionalization in energy systems design because of
widely varying conditions.

COOLING

Air conditioning specifically based upon income energy sources.is not
nearly as well developed as solar heating systems, although Oat least'
two solar operated air'conditioning systems are under development.
Incorporation of airy cooditioningAn-solat,design is considered
attractive because it gets., double 'use out of the collectors and

-\\use therwin their most productive period. Developments in, storage
of summer'heat are making these economics dunnecessary and allowing the
need for incorporating air conditioning to be decided upon from
other factors such as benefits of acclimatization vs. air conditioning
for psychological and physiological health.

"10*
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There is.also considerable variation in the efficiency of currently
available air conditioning systems;,and room for 'more impro ement

. Pin their efficiency 7 Whelmthey axe considered necessarY.teal desirability ofmeCheRized air cooking Systerdat appears, somewhat
questionable except in specialized sithationstuch ashospitalsis00e
industrial processes, etc. It _is invarlably,a high energyr,OonsUMing
,procest, and 9f qdestionab10 psychological and physiological'benefit;
,where mechanical 'ventilation is ftecessary,mattic fans can Often
achieve better results than air Conditioning. "

..:The careful utilization of- natural micrOtzlimaticcconditions, use
of, landscape cooling,'architectural

devices,'and thenatimally
.available heat sinks and heat rhythms for t 1 perin4 sumMettithe
tempeWures can offer in gst places a qu satisfactorrinviionment
exceprfor a few peak days,. Our dpecification ofidvaridble*,
year-Ypund working conditions could perhaps be-more calledintO'
question, ve., the energy efficiency of not working on thb few hot °

odays and a more relaxed attitude towards.work regularity.
.b ,Io

FOOD A.

.

Our' agriculturalapractices are actually energy tink - consuming
considerably more energy than they produce, and treilorgi, than 6000
times less efficient"- than 'Chinese- Ace agriculture. inorgdkc ..
fertilizers, extended food chains-invOlyed in meat production, over- AP.
Processing of food products all pyraMid food costs, energy Uee,,and -
substantially lower food freshness and nutritional aId'ty. A chdhge
to a,dominantly'vegetarian'diet would.tequire 001 out one-tenth

18"the farmland, production, ancrefiergy Consumption we presently employ.
-A wider use of unprocessed_foOds

can eliminate considerable waste and
energy use-in preparation and packaging,"and giVe the home fresher
andomoremutritiews foods:' Recycling the nutriments'and energy-in.
our bodily waste,onto the fields can eliminate waste- piarifioation:k ,Costs, lessen water pollution, and ligsen:the dependence upon

° artificial manufactute fertilizers.. 0Different farming inethodt
, (local farming, less Me,hanization, elikination of monoculture,. '

.

.

companion planting, organic soil conditioners, etc.), shortening,the,
food ch ain by eatingless meat, r4nimizinqprocetsing, anctrecycling

C the waste 4 can substantially lessenAhe energyeConsined4:1n the ftow-
Of.food4ihrough the home. Sdbqtantral benefits also develop t-fresher,. '
healthier foods, lets water poillution;less demand for.Iand fore !,4 i :

, ,farming, less industrial intrusion,into'the environment, and more., .',
.

..humane work oPportunities and control ofairocetses af fecting us . . ..

' ,

ti4

.,- The-actual food storage and*cooking in the home consume only perhaps --'`)::
44

8-10% of the power consumed .in theshome, but can offer interesting, ":".
.

,

+savingg: Cooking requires high temperature,Controllable heat, and
t the alternatives to fotsil fuels o_r eledtriiiity seem harder to' find .than in some others,tectors of the home!' The use of organic methane : ;'.. . ...,:, or hydrogen; of charcoal orWood; orowind=, pethane-,or hydro - electricity
'seem possible ih,addition be resently lather awkward polar cookers. =

,-;
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ENEMY INPUT-OUTPUTS Or SONIL rAimitqC SySTENIc

For This Many . ;This Aiany
Calories Expended Calories Are

Type of Agriculture in Crowing Food ... fiarvevted
Slash and burn 1

(Tsembaio tribesmen
of New Guinea)

Wet rice- fanning . . ... .... . 1

(China)

Fact one Farming
(United Stales)

20

'50

;
Direct envrgy efficiencies of farming processes.
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cooking. stoves.
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During the heating season, energy used in cooking and baking ends up'
heating the house, and actually gets additional use out of the energy.
In the cooling season; however, kitchen heat loads add considerably
to the need for and cost of _cooling. The Rentan and other charcoal
stoves used in :Japan and China were extremely effic8nt in the use of
heat and ability to.control and change temperature. The use of woks /--
and other similar devices for cooking require lesspeat, as °do
pressure cookers, which cook in considerably less time. Therthos
cookery, fireless cookers, etc. also minimize energy use, as do
a number of traditional cooking practices of other, cultures such as
the use of pan breads rather than baking, chopping food so it will

'

cook faster, etc.

Refrigerators consume from 80kwh for conventional models to over 200
kwh per month for side-by-side frost-free models. The refrigerator
is always pumping heat from inside into a room that is at at least 70 °F,
while the air temperature outside the home is actually lower than'the
inside of the refrigerator for much of the year, and the stable
ground'temperature 3-4 feet below the surface stays at'a Steady 45-0°.
The use of alternative food storage means and the development of better
refrigerators can save considerable amounts of energy.

:WATER

The conservation of water seems only tangentially related to energy
conservatiop.unless carefully considered. In areas where water is
freely'available it seems questionable to be miserly with its.use.
However, it still involves collection, purificqion, distribution, heating,
sewage collection, purification, and dilution. These processes
Olvolve expenditure of energy related to quantity as well as merely
to access. The processes also use considerable lands cause detrimental
effects in our rivers and lakeS, and put unnecessary restraint on the
form and nature of, our cities. Unnecessary use of water also breeds
attitudes of waste which carry'over into other aspects of our lives.
It is easily possible to reduce water consumption in a_home by over
70% with no reuse of water other than flushin toilets - and in the
proCess gain_some more pleasing experiences. Mist sprays and other
devices can reduce water use even further, making a h91ie entirely
self-sufficient in regards-to water supply and waste.

k,

Forty perdent of the water used in the home is used for flushing the
toilet. The normal American toilet requires 5 gallons per flush, though
toilets in

2)1ritain,are designed to operate on 2.5 gal/flush, and less
for urine. The use of compost toilets ON storage toilets require

r-negi446ible amounts of water, and have the added advantage of lessening
the quantities of sewage that need to be processed. By merely reversing
the valuing arrangement in the toilet tank so that it fills and flushes II!:

only after the handle is pressed, the waste water from sinks and'showers
can be used as'flush water in the toilets. The use of foot operated
faucet valves on sinks and wash basins, combined with location close
to water heaters, can lessen by perhaps a third the water used for.
IdishwashinTand lavatory use. The water usedin bathing can similarly

14
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be reduced by perhaps an average of 75% through the use of pressure-
regulating shower heads, use of Japanese baths (where you rinse off
before soaking in the tub, allowing the water to be used for several
days), or use of a sauna.

Clothet washing and dryi provide other opportunity for energy and
Water conservation. The'ch ice of the kinds of clothes and materials
that a person wears, along wl h his attitudes towards hygene nfluence
substantially how often clothes eed to be washed. Light colored
Clothes look dirty quickly, and cl es that wrinkle easily and show
wear often seed washing for esthetic rather than hygenic reasons.
Permanent press clOthes require considerably more water for washing
than other materials. Normal washers require 20-33 gal/cycle., while
"suds- miser" design,which reuses rinse water for washing, uses
substantially less, and front-loading machines use 50% less water than
top-loaders: Fabrics, detergents., and laundry aids have far more
effect on water use than-the machine design itself. Hand operated
washers designed by V.I.T.A. ofter substantial savings in addition to

-lower costs. ,Solar clothes dryers (commonly called outdoor clotheslines)
Asave 80 kwirlof electricity per month over an ekectrib dryer. Automatic
dishwashers' use 13-20 gal/day in addition to the water used for
rinsing dishes.

/
Substantial reduction of water use has additional benefits in releasing
the home from the costs and dependence upon 'connected systems. Low
water use more easily accomodates to ambient water supply (rain waiter,
wells, etc.), and reabsorption (Brdens, leach'fields, etc.) withql
the natural system% of the land.

Most of the household water and at least 75% of bathing water w 1
also be heated. Water heating is usually the second greatest e ergy

. consumer in ,the home, consuming up to 25% of the'energy, used. Solar
water heaters are probably the most perfected and widely used olar
heating device, and can perform the majority of domestic wate heating -

. either as a seperate unit or integrated with a solar space h ating system.
The use of solar water heating has, the added advantage that at is a
year around,need rather than winter only, and 'ban use solar heat when
'it is most readily available. On conventional systems, location of
the water heaters in heated spaces can reuse the 10% or more heat lost
from the heater for space heating. More heavily insulated units can
also offer savingt in traditional, installations.,

WASTE

The way we treat our bodily wastes, kitchen wastes, and refuse offer
'us some of the more significant possibilities for energy conservation'
within thebotisehold. Our kitchen and bodily wastes are plant materiil
taken from the soil of Our farms, and are constituted of the.nutriments
necessary for further ,growth of food. Instead of returning them to
the fields we commonly dillute them 98 times with water, flush them
through the sewers, treat and sterilize those huge quantities of sewage, .

flush the soluable nutrients on into the.riVers where they cause eutrophication,
and either bury the solid Waste sludge.or allow it also to pass into
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manufactured chemical fertilizers.. All this consumes great
quantities of energy and causes considerable degradation of.our

The septic tank systems common in suburbia offer a poor alternative,

environment.

e rivers. We then-attempt to restore the soil vitality with

being expensive, having high maintainance an&causing widespread,
pollution of groundwater. The simplest and most valuable alternative
is composting the wastes remove disease problems, and thenApplYing.
the 'compost to the fields as fertilizer and soil conditioner.
Fairly simple and inexpensive aerobic'compost toil9ts are available
and offer a good solution for isolated dwellings. Their size and
need for basement space make other,alternativeS beneficial in more
heavily settled areas. Storage toilets, with either mechanical trap ,

or recirculating chemical flush, store the wastes in 55 gal. drums or
similar containers. Lime or other chemicals are added to change the
pH and prevent decomposition and methane formation. The containers
are periodically collected or pumped, and the wastes taken to
a central facility where the pH is reversed by adding ashes, etc.,
compodted anaerobicly, producing useable quantities of methane gas,
and the compost slurry taken to the fields after stabilization for
use as fertilizer. More complex aerobic and anaerobic systems are
available forohigh density application.

. In the process of learning more about the nature and value of our
wastes and changing our systems that process it, we begin to move,
out of the blind attitudes we have held towards hygene. With that,
our bathrooms chanie from an embarassing sanitary facility to something
more_akin to the Japtnese toilet or behlo'- more a shrine than a disposal
site.

Refuse is somewhat more difficult to deal with in its end form, due
to its complex composition. It generally can be considered a sign of
improper processing being latgely the result of overprocessing and
packaging and energy-inefficient delivery systems ('such as throw-away
beverage containers): The best, and only really,valid way' to deal
with refuse is to prevent its accumulation. ,Examine where Your trash
comes from and why, and see where simpler. and more direct sources of
supply can be substituted. Reuse of many containers is possible. One
of the largest accumulations' is paper - mostly newspaper. _Newsprint
can be recycled - but haye you ever tried getting along Without
newspapers? The minimal amounts of worn-out goods remaining after'.
reduction of refuse"accumulation can more easily be recycled by
'traditional methods.

APPLIANCES AND TOOLS

With the-exception of televisions fa color television uses as much
energy in a month as an electric range), most small appliances and
tools consume relatively ipsignificantamounts of energy in their
operation. ,Their more$important influence on energy conservation lies
in the energy consumed in their production, advertising, sales, repair,

18
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and maintenance, and in the effects they have on our attitudes and
abilities. 'They often instill the feeling.that it is better to have
a machine do something for you than to do it yourself, and they are
skill-replacements - preventing the development of our own innate
abilities. Other than that, they are often merely a clutter and
bother to our lives, and something we can more happily do without.

LIGHTING

1

Lighting accounts for 'only about 10% of the energy use in the home,
and energy conservation in that area is perhaps fairly hard to come
The safety benefits of electric lighting over other available
lighting techniques suggests the desirability of electric,lighting,
though some efficiencies can be found in its use. FlOresCent lighting
produces five times the light output of incandescent bulbs consumin
the same energy. The advantage is not quite so clear-cut houg , a
incandescent lighting can usually be more easily used as.spo
lighting and directed onto where it is needed. The size of floresc n
tubes usually means spreading light where it is not needed.. The us
of PAR (reflector) incandescent lamps offers a useable efficiency
similar to florescents - one 30 or 50 watt PAR bulb provides'quite
comfortable light for most situations, without raibing ba6kground
light levels too high. Most homes are overlighted, and lighting placed
where it works most inefficiently. Care in the location of lights,
and the proper use of reflectors and focusing lenses-can give. considerably
more useable light f9r the energy used. Natural lighting, of'courSe,
'is the 4iviou's solution to daytime lighting needs, and provides
considerable psyChologicfi, heating, and health benefits over
artificial illumination. Selective switching, fewer and higher
wattage bulbs, elimination of sjI4des and lenses can all assist in
improving the lighting obtained from the energy used.

STRUCTURE AND FURNISHINGS

The building a home occupies, and the equipment and furniture pit
into it accounefor quite substantial consumption of energy. The
energy used in manufacture and assembly of the materials commonly used
in a.house is equivalent to that consumed in one or two years of its
operation. Studies have sNwn a possible80% reduction in the
energy/materials consumed. Change in space use can offer, additional
savings. Our living patterns are quite space-consumptive - with the
private bedroom for each member of the family being the-American -

ideal; with separate rooms for eating, "living","family",.etc. in
addition to multiple baths, garages, etc. Considerable space is used
solely to store the large amounts of equipment accumulated by our
lifestyles.
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1415ch of the space in a home becomes unnecessary if different approaches
are taken to spate use and furnishing. up to 50% of the- floor space
in a house is commonly taken up with fixed,heavy, and bulky furniture.
that has only single use potenti,als (beds, tables,' chairs, sofas, bureaus,
etc. Much furniture functions only for esthetics ("that wall really NEEDS
a nice little table!). Most families spend 'a'considerable sum on the
purchase and replacement of furniture - expenditure that represents,
.energy and unnecessary work.'

\
Living pattetns-of other cultures suggest approaches that are more
comfortable, use less space and energy, and are less expensive. The
Japanese,initead of lining furniture up around the edges of a room,
use the floor for sitting and sleeping - adding a table in the center
for eating, leisure, etc. The same room can be used for sleeping,
eating, leisure, work, eic.\--In India, even in very wealthy periods,
furniture was almost never used - the people\prefering to siton rugs
on the floor. The sitting rooms in traditional Turkish houses are.
quite small, and lined around the edge with wide sitting platfoime
,Which can be used for sleeping at night, and with the addition of a
table in the center, for eating. Many cultures find it strange to
sleep alene in separate rooms\-- prefering to sleep close to other
people they are close to..-

Changliyin our, living habits can result in need for less space, with
,

conseq0ent reduction in nergy used to build, maintain, heat, cool,

1!6
and light it. Change to ess processed, lotal materials and simpler
building processes can sa energy in construction. The elimination
of most furniture, and'the use of simple sitting/sleeping platforms,
homemade pillows, etc.. can reduce to a fraction the amount of energy
going into the furnishing andrupkeep of a house.

The energy involved in
,

manufacture and processing of building materials
and in construction and maintenance of buildings is fairly complex -to
calculate. 'Aluminum recuires incredible amounts of electricity-to
be processed from ore. The actual energyolifficiency 'differs,
'depending on whether the electricity comes from hydro or fossil fuel

q generation. The amount of scrap recycled in the manufacture of the
material also affects the energy consumed - less than one fifth the
energy is required to recycle aluminum than to refine it from 'ore.
Changes in manufacturing processes, as we become more energy conscious,

,

can substantially change the relative "energy merit" of 'different
materials.' However, some gederal guidelines can be considered. The
less processed a material, the less energy involved in its making (but
possibly the more required in its asseily or application). The more
traditional or "natural" the material, the more economical. For
instance, roofs traditionally were surfaced with slate, wood shakes,
clay tile, metal, thatch, or sod.' Those roofs today cost two to
four times what an asphalt shingle roof does, but 'also last several
times as long. Asphalt roofs last from 15-25 years, sod,60 years or
more, slate or tile more than 100 years. Thinking in any other than
short terms, it is both wiser and more beautiful to use the traditional

,

materials.
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(TABLE I) MATERIALS AND ENERGY USE FOR CONSTRUCTION
Yearly Materials Consumption

1967-69 Averaie
.17 x 10' tonsCement

`Additifoonl Environ-
Energy Inputs t mental Impucts

1800 kWh/ton '27 x 10' kWh Localised air pollu-
lion.

Concrete }0 x 10' tons kWb/ton

Concrete 1.5 x 10'sstons
block & pipe
Asbestos 520 x 10' torts
cement

Bricks
(All types)

, Plastics

Slate

Plaster &
Gypsum

Steel &
Iron

--400 kWh/ton

2200 kWhjtoris

7 x 10' bricks 0.2 kWh/brick

4 x tons 2400 kWh/ton

22 x 10' tons 500 kWh/ton

900 x 102 tons 300 kWh/ton

1.5 x 10' tons 3.5 kWh/lb;

Copper & 83 x 103 tons 5 kWh/lb
Brass

Aluminium ' 3 X HP tons
Glass 470 x 10' sq ft

Timber 1.6 x IQ' cu metres

8 kWh/1b;
6 kWh//q It

701(Whicu.m

Total energy use:

s

1.2 x 101 kWh

Demand for aggre-
iatcbeach damage
ClC.

Asbestosis of proces-
sing workers. Local
asbestos`Water
lion.

3.4 x 10' kWh I 150 acres/year dere-
..

liction of brick earth
zones§

10 x 10' kWh LocalisCdwater &air
pollution.

11 x 10' kWh [Large transport com-
ponent

270 x 10' kWh Localised' pollution ;
waste disposal dere-- 0°
liction. N

4 x 10' kWh Water & air Vollu-
lion.. Raised outflow
of i ron compds to sea.

-900 x 10' kWh Local air & water
pollution. Mine dere-
!action. Raised run-

. off. .

56 X 10' kiVii .F4UoGrosis pollution.
3 x 10* kWh Localised air polka-

,: it;n.
110 x 10° kWh' Much imported . .

-Linked to.overrapid
forest clearance etc.

--40X 10' kWh

/
TYPICAL MATERIALS AND ENERGY INPUTS FOR STANDARD

HOUSING UNITS (Parker-MorriS standard 3-hed semi-detached, 100 m' floorspace)

Materials
Bricks: 16,000
Steel: 1.2 tons
Glass :"3 ft'
Concrete : 10 tons
Cement: tons

'Plaster: 3 to s
Timber:'4.3 . m.
Plastics: 250 lbS
Paint: 4700 sq. ft.
Copper & Brass: 500 lbs
Others:

(

Energy
Inputs

3200-kWh,
9200 kWh ,.
2000 kWh
5000 kWh .

. 3600 kWh
900 kWh
310 kWh
300 kWh ,
500 kWh

2500kWh ,
4000 kWh

31,510 kWh
Materials Transport
Bricks 60 miles at 1.5 kWh/ton mile:
Timber 250 miles at I kWh/to'n mile:

ment 40 miles at 1.5 kWh/ton mile:

Alternative
8 cu. yds. cc
Soil: 50 tons
Localised w
Glass:
In situ rendering

'Metals:
Others

): 10% soil-cement blocks /
ent.and handling: 12;500 kWh

and labour): 50 kWh
upply: 150 kWh

2000 kWh
terials: 100 k Vh

1500
2500 iWh

Total 18,8

Site Preparation
Excatration/Handling: a000 cu. ft 60nott/wh
Cement mixingand Miscellaneous machinery:

100 gals fuel ,
4200 kWh

3200 kWh
1.100 kWh "
400 kWh

10,280 kWh

4700 kAh Total inputs 31.500 + 10.200
4700

v.. 53,700 kWh
Alternative 2: Rammed earth
80 cu. yds csrih. 70 men days: --.100 kWh
160 cu. yds. earth invert 150 kWh
Oast: 1500 kWh
Timber: 150 kWh
'Rendering: 50 kWh
Metals 1000 kWh .0
Others: 2000 kWh

Total 4 ,850kWh
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The energy costs, as well Is the dollar:costs of,building can be artered
substantially by changing the context of building. Building to last
200 years rather than twenty stretches the energy used more than. 20
times. The reuseability or recyclability of materials sand building
components also affects the yearly energy cost of a building; If we
would build houses like the Chinese, bAat can be disasdembled, the
timbers sold, and reused in another building; the energy costs would
again be stretched out. The actual amount of material going into a
building is not as important a factoas the lifespan, rejlseability,
finance, and other secondary costsp., The. need to finance rather than
to buildas.money becomes available increases the "energy" costs of
bUilding`by involving more people's workand profit - which is true
of other secondary costs of building. Craft-building rather than
industrialized building processes can,produee be-ft building,_for
less cost' and ,energy.

The spatial organization of buildings also laffect the energy consumption
in their operation. High-rise buildings require energy- operated elevators; -

mechanical ventilation, etc. Tall buildings often generate higher
transportation costs. Depending.on insulation and surface materials,
large buildings'may or maynot have greater heat loss and gain. The
energy cost of building also needs to be considered on somewhat wider
grounds than just physical comfort aid minimal cost for enclosing space.
Our needs in terms of psychic space are both mOre'difficdft'and
more expensive to satisfy than those for our physical existence. The
most economical house from an energy standpoint would probablybe
spherical, as it would have least area to lose heat; it would be windowless
because most heat is lost through windows; and it would be underground
to "-take advantage of the constant temperatuze. Unfortunately, it
wouldn't be a very nice place to live, and wouldn't take-into account
our need f r stimulus,'information, challenge, and growth. The
balancing many cOmplek factors suggests that we don't want the
optimizati n of energy conservation, but,rather a knowledge of the
energy cos s of various alternatives so we might better weigh'their
relative adv ntages and Wisadvantages in"assistingAis towards the kind
of life we Dish to live:

CONNECTED SYSTEMS

We tend to think of the-energy flows throUgh a home'as a thing
separate from the context in which we choose to build, locate, and use
the home. In reality, they are quite interdependent. The cost of
moving people, information, fresh air, water, waste, work, and
recreation to and from a home form a more considerable part of our
national energy consumption than the energy flows necessary to.sustain'
and operate the-home itself. 'Meaningful consideratiot of means to
conserve energy in-the home must include consideration of its
connected systems.
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Energy-Efficiency for Urban Passenger Traffic

O

Vehicle-miles
Gallen

Passengers. Passenger-miles Btu
b

Vehicle Gallon Passenger7,-mile

1. Bicyclesc -. 756 10
2. Walktngc

, 450 300
3. Buses 5.35' 2 '20.6 110 1240
4. Automobiles t- 14.15 '''' 1.9_ 26.9 5060

a.

.17

Energy- Efficiency for Inter?tity Passenger Traffic

Passenger-miles 4
Btu

b

'Gallon Passenger-mile

1. Buse§ 125 1090
2. Railroads 80 1'700
3. Automobiles 32 4250
4, Airplanes 14 9700

Energy-Efficiency for Enter -City Freight Transport

Ton-miles Btu
b

Gallon Ton-Mile

1. Pipelines 300 450
2. Waterways 250 540
3. Railroads 200' '680
4. Trucks 58 2,340
5. Airways 3.7 37,000

The glass pipe type solar water heater.
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C 4 post toilets are available now wilich cost only $100 on so more than
.normal flush toilet, which produce fertilizer rather than water

pollution, and which consume no water, require no sewage hookup or
sewage treatment. Withoptions aftilable, our normal'pattern of
okihg,homes up to sewage dystems, and-their attendent costs, must

become a part of our consideration ofhousehold energy consitMption.

Our practices of separating the home,from the workplace generate a
, considerable part of the 24% of our energy consumption employed for

transportation (in addition to highWay construction, maintainence, .-
'automobile manufacture, etc.), and they also involve duplication of
water, sewage, power, gas, police and fire systems, and additibnal
building and,okerating costs. The use of unshaded asphalt streets and
parking areas'absorb 97% of the sun's'energy striking the gavenent,
,causing temperatures near the ground of-pften more than 50 above normal.

)

That'in turn causes more 1Se of air conditioning, which in turn expels
more heat into the outside environment, generating additional need
for air conditioning.,

- ,e , 4 ,

,' _,....---.

Our bgilding-and living practices aretased on an ataumptionthat
urban living, is more desirable than otlier, that separation of different
parts of ourilives is desirable, and that the city is 14ficient,.-__
desirable' place to live. On the contrary, a city is' nherently
inefficieht in supplying people with/their daily ne s. One the
natural capacity of the land is overtaxed, expensive artificial
systems have to be introduced to cope with what the natural systems
of the environment take care of automatically at lower densities.
The city is efficient only in terms of communication, people
relationships, and the more complex luxuries of modern living practices.

;9-

The institutionalization of our social relationships also increases
substantially the dollar and energy costs of housing. The separation
of elderly people into speCial "comp exes" ratherthan caring for them
at home creates additional needs for facilities, services, etc. The
Separation of learning from the home generates dtplication of
facilities and additional transportation. The energy consumed- or
street lighting for "safety", rather than dealing with the causes of
social problems could-well be considered an inefficiency. The absence
oflifespan,costing in investment building, and consideration of
city infrastructure costs in changes in land use all create increased
costs and energy consumption in indirect ways. The networking costs
of delivery of urban services to decentralized areas are considerable,
and involve considerable energy losses as compared to autonomous
housing and neighborhoods.. Property tax eiruatures penalize qe
,maintenance of buildings as wdll as preventing good constrbt a

/
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A change in:fossil fuel availability and a change to predominantly
income energy sources will bring about a considerable change in city
location and or - income energy sources are basicly disperse sources,"
as, opposed to the concentrated forms of oil, gas, and coal. They
are generally.pore easily collect6d and used at the point of use,
and lessen the desirability. qf centralized pbwer andfuil sources.

8.. See The Value of Thermal Insulation in Residential Constrfttion,
John Moyers, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 1971. The economically feasible
insulatiOn values are not projected beyond present norms, however..,_

9. See "The House that Has Its'Furnace in the Sky", POPULAR MECHANICS,
June, 1973 fol. a recent discusSion of the.Thomason solar heating
system.

10. See "The Solar_Era", MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; October 1972 a
discussion of Harold Hay's simple heating and cooling defiigns.

11. See "ExperimentaLCooling-Heating System", C.A. Mills, ARCHITECTURAL
FORUM, Nov. 1950.

'12. See "Sun Heated Ski'Lodge Slit into. Mountain Slope", Paul Jadques'
Grillo. INTERIORS, Jgh, 1951, 'and reeentliworeof Steve,Baefor
simple, unmechanized systems.

13. See SOLAR 'ONE, Institute of Energy Conservation, UniverSity of Delew
14.. See Ouroboros Project, School of Architecture, Univ. of Minnesota.
15. See recent designs by Allan Sondak at the University of Minnesota

and by Windworks, Mukwonago4 Wis.
16. See work of Har91dHay, Paolo Soleri, Climate Near the Ground,

by Rudolf Geiger, Micro-Climate section of Energy and Architecture:'
' Sources for numerous ideas.'

17. "Factory Farming is no Efficient ",Efficient", Cox, ORGANIC GARDENING'
AND FARMING, June 19711

18. Diet for a Small Planet, Frances Moore Lape.
1%. Farmers of 40'Centuries, F.H: King, 1911, and Composting, Harold Gdta

W.H.O. Monograph #31.'
20. douses and People of Japan, Bruno Taut. prn25-26.
21. See Environmental, Design Primer section on, Waste and Energy for

discussion of comparable costs'of waste treatment in Shanghai and
Minneapolis. , it)

22. A Study of Flow Reduction and Treatment of/Waste Water from House
11050 FKEJ2/69. U.S. Dept. of Interior./

23. See The Ecol Operation, Minimum Housing /Group, School of Archi
McGill University, and earlier studies(by "uckmin4er Fuller

24. St-the Five Gallon h, Minimum*Ous g Group:McGill
25. Water Supply,for Rural Areas 1" ommunities

W.H.O. Monograph #42.
26.. Composting, Harold,Gotaas, has

pathogen destruction 'Studies.
a comprehensive

27. Stop the Five Gallon Flush, McGill Unive
,28. "Health Requires Natural Light", PREVE
29. "Low Energy Housing", Andrewe.MacKillop,
30. See Energy and Architecture: SourceS a

ENERGY, 10 for fuller referenceR.
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Ouroboros
THE BENEFITS OF AN IMPURE' APPROACH

401

6'

Ouroboros was the mythological dragonwhich4stivived by,eatin
tail and its own feceq, and was a sydRil of a world that survived y 4
endlessly devouring itself. 1t,setves today as a model, of ihe"Syste

e of liig'operhting on thit planet - closed systems, undulatintin:wave
of energy-,that pass through cycles of alernate'llfe,fincideath, It
is also the name of. an tcperimental'houtePionOructedtin the'sp#ng :'ie.

,andsummeroof 1973 by, the studentt in the fawironmentaiNpes.ign, class
of theSChoolpf,Architecture and tandscage Architecture of tile,. ,

University of Minnetota, which 'is testing many of the' ibove energy"' ,,
. 0

conservation" ideas along with other api3rO heg in apd '1,:7.;,s

'learning..
, ,0,;' .4. , .1-., . .,

'40:

4 (")

'4-
' _ .

4, .perhags the most valuable lesson learned in the asi ofithe 6trUOture'
li

e , -,
. was the penefits of an 'impVreapproach - instead if focusing solely"- ,.

on a single methdd,Of 4nergy c6nservatiOtCorsihjle ipcome energy
'. ,(source,- or taking a purely engineeriritylapproachitO thkstlidy ,of energy

syStems, lit attemptedto take..advantagevof the many different'rhythm.S.
and flows of energy throtIghoUr enviroopientend.to detign'interactiv4

" ° systems to vise those-fenergies 'compatibly. 'The, accumulated savings ,Iiir,'

offered by many techniques4inkeld together have madeRossible0e
..i4./' .design of a house that is,, 100% solar heatediO.n 1Annesota's,AillJng '

. 8000.degree-day winter, ith temperature ich drop sometimet,to .:05-F.
. .' 1!;'..':

01

The, approach taken recognized that mott_eistingstudiet on energy.
''",feco#gervation and income energy sources'fot.homes'were.si4le-&YsteM.

//,' studies - few pl4aluating combinatdlont_of'syttemsoand few recosnizin4.
that life style,: attitudes, architeFtUral and landscape considerations,,'
and connected sittems outside the home haidperhaps more hilnificant
role in the/tot4 energy flows through a.home than a-vingle Eeating,
waste, 'o Other system. It also rfcognized-titst energ' conservation

. was only one element in designing a living place that:Vas.sPiritually

.9 and syChologically`gOod as well as soundly engineeted. It was, felt
t t these various*systems, considered togethervoffereddnOmies

d benefits-hot apparefit-in single-system studiee.

6u
b

The prroject began in fall 197a with_a-study of income energy 'sources .,
And energy. conservation techniquret;, followed in the wiliker -by a design
coMpetitio ong the-students, with construction begidnng,in ' he
spring. The 160,Studehts in the classbroxight'together many i eresting
ideas, many of which were incorporated in the:design of the in ial
structure: The building itself was based-on 7ift rather t
industrialized building processes; and re/ltd as much as le- on
natural materials and--the reuse Of4natexials salvaged fr m buildings

,undergoing demolition. The .design and erection oiv,thOtructure so\,
aaed as-sh7experVmentin-altepatiVe learning proCeStes - learning'

6-triih actual design anA builaing rather than theotetical academic
*exercises.'



Althoutqh many experts had ad*ised that solar heating was not feasible
in Minnesota, there were a number of indications that the economics
and efficiencies hail changed significantly enough to justify development.
Existing and projected increases in fuel costs made increased thermal
insulation and the higher initial investment of solar systems both
more competative. The long Minnesota winter can expect a. ground cover
of snow over at least four months, giving more than a 30% gain in
energy hitting a solar collector through reflectance off of the snow.
The development of low emmisivity coatingS,:offerstperhaps a 15% increase
in collector efficiency. MicroclimatiC and architectural contributions
to minimizing heat loss from ,the structure had not been fully exploradd
in earlier studies. Windows, for existance, can be insulated at night
so they can act as one -way valves, allowing sunlightand heatin daring
the day, then preventing its lots at night. They 1provide very loy .

cost solar heating, along with the psychological,benefits,of sunshine
and view, and permit a smaller conventional solar collector to store
'heat during the daytime for use9at night. A change in design temperature
from the common 72-75

o
down to 68° gives both physiolOgical.benefits

and heating savings. The development of lower cost heat storage
through either water or saturatecf earth reduces the costs of energy
storage,'and the development Of eeAniciaes of saMmerheat storage can
eliminate the need for'duplicatory back-up heating systems. The
combination of the domestic water heating, which operates all year,
with the space heating`sysfeem can Offer further economies.

Combined with,other developments improving systems efficien es and
reducing collectOr costs, it was poss,ible to develop a desi which ,
offered both 100% solar mace heating and 100% solar hot wate\r for the
house"i an architecturally and psychologically satisfying design.
The original feeling of the poSsibility of solar heating in severe
climates has since been reinforted by news that a major heating sy tem
manufacturer)des developing a solar operated heating/water/air con itioning
system for domestic use.

Other features of the house. include trapezoidal building shape to
minimize heat loss surface while max.mi(Zing south exposure, for solar
Windows and collectors, earth berms o take advantage of constant
heat within the ground, avoidance,o- air conditioning through design

/ /:

of ventilation and insulation syste s (including a sod'roof for summer
cooling), investigation of efficiency of downdraft wood burners, low .

energy furniture and space use design, .a 4 kw wind electrical generator,
insulation of all surfaces to 0.03 U-value, an aerobic sewage: composting
system, reduction of water usage by 70%, Japanese bath and mist shower, i

- a greenhouse' for nutrient, water, oxygen, and heat conservation, and
energy conservation in cooking, lighting, and use patterns-.

2
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Plans, for later' investigations include methane production from
domestic and plant wastes, determination of support capacity of
natural systems of the land related" o water supply, reputifitation,
etc., radiant heating, heat pump and heat pipe studies, 4ilization
of waste heat from eleCtrical genexation,and low energy cold storage
for food.

Information from this project and the perhaps 100 other experimental
"ecology" houses currentl/ being designed and built in thiscountry
alone should fairly thoroughly document the nature of improved systems
efficiencies and rather considerable energy savings pos9lble through
careful consideration of energy source and consumption. The changes
in our attitudes, lifestyles, governmental,policies, planning
'programs, connected systems, etc. that'are responsible for*the greater
inefficiencies of our culture will require a deeper and more careful
introspection and understanding of the problems and benefits involved.

31. See The Ecol.Cperation, McGill University;- studies by the Technic
Division, University of Cambridge on autonomous housing, work at
New,Alchemy Institute, New Paltz, N.Y., Santa Barbara; Univ. of
Texas at Austin, etc.
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orSod Roofs And Wood Heat
BROADENING OUR MEASURES OF "ECONOMIC

' Over t4le lastfew debacles the main concern of architects, the building
industry, and heating and appliance manufacturers has been in
.designing more sophisticated, more automated, and more expensive
ways of living.. The discovery that "air conditioning" was possible
was taken to mean that air conditioning should be used everywhere and
for everyone. Development of. devices to control room temperature within
a fraction of a degree led us to assume that such "optimum" temperatures
were desirable,"when in fact desirable room temperatures vary from
individual to individual, and also depend upon,pa person's activity,
mood, time of day, state of health, etc. As a result, we have
inadvertantly diade it increasingly difficult for people who wish to
live simply (with privies and wpocfllheat and wells and small bungalows
and gardens) to do so - regulating simplicity out of existence and
*eplacing it with expensive transportation, sewage, electrical networks,
and building codes. Yet simplicity,.when chosen freely, can offer
alternative uses of a person's and a place's energy flows which
give qu,te valuable physical, psychological, and spiritual benefits.

SOD ROOFS

_

Many traditional ways of building and, living are actually more efficient
than current ones; and often offer substantially greater beauty and
psycho ogical benefits.--Sod roofs have been commonly used in many
parts of the world, particularly in northern climates where fire hazard
make thatch dangerous, and breezing cOndition make tile, roofs less
prac ical.' They continue to be used in Scandinavia today, particularly
on s una roofs, but anywhere where the spiritual, ecological, and
trad tional aspects of the building procesi are.important. Mention
of sod roofs in'this country brings the inevitable response "but they

''are heavy and require twice the cost of structural framing", or sometimes,
"but how do you mow them?" - then forgotten. Looked at more, thoroughly,
they, like many other traditional practices, Offer many more benefits
than apparent at first glance, and can compete qUtte favorably in economic
terms with the now common asphalt shingles.

,

The traditional Scandinavian sod roof was laid in two layers of sod
over a 1aye1 of birchbark shingles. Birchbark is one of the most
rotproof natural materials available, and formed a waterproofing layer
for ny water that,seeped through the sod. The god itself was laid,

two layers, each'of which wag from 3-5 inches thick, in order to -_
gain the thickness necessary to keep the grass from drying, out,
The first was laid with"the grass down, the second staggeNd so the
joints didn't coincide, and laid with the grass up. The grass on
the lower layer held the dirt together until the roots of the upper
layer penetrated the lower, and easeTthe cutting and laying operations,
as well as keeping water penetration to a minimum. The edges of the
roof-were held in place with logs to retain the soil. Traditional
,sod rooti:vere expected to last-at least 60 years - theoretically
forever, but nutrient leachi required either occasional fertiiization
or replacement every 60 years r so.

30



Modern, super cautions sod roof design r plac s the biro bark with
r, a layer of roll roofing, a coating of s vage

6-mill black polyethelene, and-another ayer
The primary cause of deterioration of.s ch a waterproofing membrane
is in root penetration in search of wa r (no problem if you keep the
water on top of it!) and some deterior tion of the asphaltic compounds
through acidic root conditions.

emelt, a layer of
elvage cement%32

Bectuse of.our inexperience with it,
evaluate the installation cost of a
can be made,lhowever. An asphalt s
and has a life of from 15 -26 years
around $125-130/square, but have
cost of a sod roof. will vary depe
hire it done, and whether you us
sod. NorMal meadow sod is fairl
broome grass and bluegrass:' Br
stems, which gives considerable
does have a tendency toLlay do
'potential of the sod. Prarie
fescue are stronger and alsb
sod rather than organic soil
as the organic soil sod'drie
water well.

it is difficult to precisely
od roof. Some rough comparisons
Ingle roof costs about $35/square,
Slate qr clay tile roofs Cost

life of from 60-100 years. The
ding on whether you do the work or
native sod or pUrchase commercial"
good for roofs, being commonly ,

me grass propagates through underground
strength to: the sod. Meadow grass
when long, losing some of the shading

rasses such as sheeps fescue and red
re drought-resistant% Mineral soil

od should be used if purchased commercially,
out very quickly and does not retain

. Material and ini?tallation co is of the roll rooting/selvage/pselvage
should run fairly comparable to that'of asphalt strip shingles. Added
structural costs and the installation of the sod itself would add to
the cost. Based on an expeCted 60 year life,' a sod roof would outlast
,an asphalt roof four times. OVer the 60 year period,$105 would thus
be available out of the equivalent cost of replacing asphalt roofs. to
pay for the added structure, sOd, labor, and amortization.-

The sod'roof slows water runoff`, creates o ygen, provides living places
for other forms of life, has an, insulative value equivalent to half
its thickness in fiberglass insulation (6" sod would equal 3" of fiberglass).
It has a more beautiful appearance than asphalt shingles, and contributes
substantially to keeping the house cool in the summer.' The surface of
an asphalt roof can be easily 500 hotter than the surrounding air in
the summer, -and attic temperatures under them often climb to 140;150 .

The temperature at the soil surface in sod is rarely more than 20 higher.
than surrounding air temperature. The tall grass shades the actual
roof and dissipates the heat to the air better. It also cools through
the normal evaporative processes of the grais. This, combined With

// the natural insulative Ability, of the soil, substantially eliMinates
one of the major heat gain sources that make houses uncomfortable in
the summer, thereby eliminating considerable demand for the,use of'
air conditioning. togetherl these benefitamaike sod roofs desirable
and even economically competative for anyone concerned with more tear'
merely first cost of construction. .They require, however, that we
consider more than just the narrow economics of lowest first cost.



WOOD HEAT

"Wood heats you twice - once when,you cut it, andoncp again when.
you burn it." Thoreau,

Wood has been the dominant fuel for cooking, space heating, and
industry throughout historY. Even today, taken on a world-wide
'basis, it is still oneof the most widelyipsed fuels. It is rarely
used in our country for a variety of reasons, but'still has considerable
advantages for isolated dwellings, in forested areas, and where the
fuel costs are high.- Some individuals are even able to harvest and
burn the &rnsiderable number of trees that die or`are removed each year
Th.our cities forfreeWay and building construction. Recent advancements
in the design of wood burners considerably improve the efficiency of
combustion and lessen the bothersome work of periodically adding fuel to
the burner. Today, many burners will operate from 12 to 24 hours on
a single loading, ancl.,cabbe thermostatically set to maintain even
tempeature in the home.

nn 4

The role of green plants in solar energy conversion is often overlooked
in searching for massive energy supplies. the use of green plants for
methane production is receiving study, but the use of wood is still
fairly ignored. The actual efficiency of energy conversion from

; sunlight is not as great as other pcocessesbut the fuel potentials
of wood and agricultural wastes are merely a useful byproduct of other
beneficial processes. The methane potential of agricultural wastes
remain after the grains are harivested and the soil conditioning
properties remain'after methane prOdliation. Similarly. with wood, the
fuel wood is often a byproduct of shade;.oxygen production, soil
building and retentiori, aquifer recharge, building materials, etc:

Fuel wood can be grown in relatively inaccessible places without
causing the labor expense. of alternative uses of the land. Fireplaces
give only perhaps 8% burning efficiency, and many stoves only around
15%, but Modern downdraft, thermostatically controlled burners such
as the Ashley get more than 50% efficiency. (Which compares to aboUt
60+% efficiency on a home oil or gas furnace) Burning green wood
gives much less heat than wood that has seasoned for six months or
more up to 30% of the heat energy in the wood is used to evaporate
the excess moisture in the wood., Most woodlobs yield about one cord
of wood per acre per year, with 6-12 cords needed per year for heating
a house (depending on size, location, construction, kind of wood, etc.)
The BTU content of one cord of wood varies from 24,600,000 for hickory
to 12,500,000 for aspen.

i

Wood, heat is generally less expensive than convenience fuels such
as oil or'gas, and is becoming relatively cheaper as ,the cost of
fossil fuels increase. A cord of air dry hickory Yeas the heating
,equivalent to 1.1 tons of coal, 154 qallOns'Of #2 fuel oil, or 25,000
cubic feet of natural gas. _Proper, managing of woodlots, efficient,

i

handling in the cutting and storing, maintenance of interior chimneys

i;(/
in good co dition, proper seasoning of the wood, and burning in a
proper e of heater or furnace can contrib4te,to the economy and
efficiency ,of wood heat and 71,,)(e'it one of the many techniques for
living simply dnd economically without heavy pressure on our, land.
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BTU CONTENT OF ONE CORD OF VARIOUS WOODS
Kind of Wood BTUs per cordHickory . 24,600,000
White Oak 22,700,000

,Beech
21,800,000

Sugar Maple 21,300,000
Red Oak .21,300,000

trch
' 21,300,000

h
20,000,000

Red Maple
. . . 18,600,000

Elm , 17,200,000
Yeliolo Pins 18,500,000
W h i t s Pine : . . . , . . . . .-. i . p .. ,:: .. . t ::13,300,000
Aspen ,.. . . , ;412,500,000 ,

1.

Sod roofs, wood heat, and compost toilets are a few examples of
effective alternatives to high cos't, bigh energy consumptive processes
that we are more familiar .with. They require a broader understanding
of, economics which can reveal the Hidden costs of,our high-energy
technology. In the long run, all economics are energy economics,
and because natural syster9s.are based on energy flows, energy-based
economics can develop environmentally sound and efficient actions.
Our current economic policies have been tied, like all aspects of
our culture, to short term availability of cheap energy through using
up our capital reserves of fuels. Consequently, they introduce
massive amounts. of outside energy into our processes, allowing us to
ignore their nature and possibilities. They make our thinking
short-term, which is almost always environmentally Harmful or energetically
wasteful.

.L

32. "The Return of the Sod Roof", MOTHER EARTHNEWS, #18.
33. Ashley Thermostatic Wood Burning Circulator, Ashley Automatic Heater

Company, Sheffield, Ala.
34. ForestryFacts: WRod as Fuel fRi-Heatirig, \No: 6, Code 831. Dept.

of Forestry, UniversitSilof Wisconsin. Alio "Wood Fuel Combustion
Practices ", L.H. Reineke. U.S. Forest Servi and"Heating Your
Home without Harming Nature", ORGANIC GARDENING AND FARMING, March 1973

Downdraft wood burner.



Why Live Lightly?
Our concerns with energy conservation have arisen almost entirely
because of current limitations in fuel availability and the environmental
effects of energy usage (automobile pollution, power plant siting problems,
etc:). We continue to assume that if those problems could be overcome
we would wish to use even more energy. We are. interested in energy
conservation because we have to be, not because we feel there is
intrinsic benefit in it. 'Yet we have not inquired if there ave.
intrinsic benefits in- simpler ways of life common in'all other cultures
and times, and if there are perhaps some intrinsic disadvantages to
the high energy consumptive culture we have developed in the last
century.

The obvious and direct problems with high energy consumption are
well known. Resource depletion, environmental'damage, pollution-
caused health problems, radiation health threats, etc. are common
knowledge. Yet the more significant negatiye aspects of energy use
are indirect, long-term, rarely visible, and deeply intwined with
the value systems we hold. Many of them are-not side-effects, but-
inherent in the substitution 6f machine energy for our own in our
activities.

Machines prevent our personal growth and the development of our -faculties.35
Many of the machines that we have developed to supposedly assist us
in our activities and make'them easier actually preventoUr gaining

.

the, inherent, benefits that we seek in those active The Winnebagos
/ that we take with us to the wilderness tirin4...-w them-familiar ways

of, doing things that prevent us from beC6ming aware-Of simpler and
more meaningful ways that would emerge from living-closer to the
existing surroundings. Power tools turn a peaceful task that requires
and develops skills into a noigy, 6screaming ordeal. Machine's substitute
for development of skills and the self - respect, confidence, and knoWledge
they bring. They"generally prevent us from having opportunities to
work ourselves,and thus to learn. They occupy our time with their
maintenance-and repair.

'

Highusepf_energy limits the ability of an individuil to either
understand or controf-Ehe-forceS affecting his life. Low energy
use limits the energy which can be to our ends to the energy
flows inherent in our ecosystem. The appLiation of esoteric energy
sources removes that limitation and leads to alance and,:destructil
of ecosystems. Low use f, energy leads to-indepe dent economies. High

tVenergy use leads to in- teepenent economies. Interdependent economies
destroy craft work and 1 - .1- -Personal independence of self-
controlled or , materials, 'and markets. It takes wisdom\04a liVe well
with little use of energy - but wisdom is what we ought to be\seeking.
High use of energy permits ignorance to be hidden over a short\period
of time, but in the long run that ignorance outruns' even the masking
power of high energy use. Poverty does not allow carelessness. Simplicity
keeps men honest. Poverty breeds wisdom
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High energy use separates' us from the processes and information in
nature. Artificially heated and pealed buildings; windowless,
artificially lighted spaCet, processed foods, water and sewage systems
all minimize the visibleness of our relationshrp9-with nature. When
all we see of our water supply is the six'inchesbetween the tap and
the drain,'the knowledge Of the burden_we place on our surroundings
through~ excess use is difficult to\obtain, and the need to preserve
areas Dor aquifer recharge is a purely abstract concept. When
all we know.of the processes that should be returning the nutrients

behind

our bodily wastes to the fields they came. froM is a flushing sound
behind our backs, it is difficult to know that, the processes we use
are polluting streams and lakes :instead of fertilizing fields, and--
that we are paying many times the cost of proper'processes.-.

Place created by man can only express the knowledge HE has, which we
all know is quite limited. Close contact with the richer and,vaster
processe:P of nature is important both to give him opportunity to
discover.more about the forces of our world, and to all w him to
,test and'realize the limitations and effects of /the pro sses he
employs in his world.

0

High energy use prevents us, from receiving important information
from each other and from our surroundings. We are deeply interconnected
with each Other and with our surroundings through interaction of ',

electromagnetic fields which communicate information aligni55 our
bodily rhythms and proCeSses with that,of our surroundings. Those
fields are drowned out and blocked by the great energy fluxes that we
surround OurselveS with. Even the electrical wiring and lighting
of our homes-Can Create fields disrupting normal information flow.
The steel frames of modern buildings act also to block out information,
which.aeads to a vague sense of separationAand afienation from our
surroundings

Replacement of craft-work by machine-gnergy prevents the expression
of a sense of care in our surroundings. The elimination of craft-work

(
both preventsthe personal satisfactions of the craftsman and, substitutes
a mechanized, meaning -less product for the'care-fully wrought work of
the craftsman. Our surroundings reflect no sense of the people
involved in their making;, and of the joy, frustrations, and insights
of those people. The relations between the makers and users"of
the artifacts of any culture arefar more complex and profound in
meaning than the simplistic exchange mechanisms ofour industrialized
society can express. A'Senge of love and care in our surroundings is
essential feedback to the attitude we take towards others and an
important factor, in what our-cities convey to us about the interdependence
and value., of people to people.

O
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High use of energy creates intrinsically bad environments.- Low cost
and high availability of energy make it cheaper and easier fora'
builder to keep a building cool by mechanical-refrigeration than by
planting a tree to shade it. We end up with closed-in-buildings, no
shade, no evaporative cooling of outdoor,spaces,less oxygen, fewer
dollars, less aquifer recharge, loss of the'birds. and other creatures
harbored by trees, and lossOf all the pleasant psychological and
spiritual benefits of vegetation in our surroundings. High energy,'
use permits high rise, high volume; 'and high density bUilding- all
of which are inherently inefficient as well 4psychOl6gicallV damaging.
It makes easier the insensitive and careless alteration' of our surroundings,
and allows us to ignore the unique qualities and natures of those,

---sUiroundings. .

High energy use generates greed ale competition. Most energy sources
are limited in supply, and questions of their ownership and control
bring iiperent conflict -.all the way from individual. to 'international
le;e1s. Moreover, a feeling of dependence upon them brings a sense
of desperation to the-conflicti which does little to encourage the

., nobler instincts in man.
.,

. .
-.

4
.

,
.
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.,Waste has been inherent in our patterns of energy use - from heating
buildings with the-windowiopen to leaving lights burning all night
to wasting all the energy inhereni.in our sewage.',Our actions and
attitudes carry over into other. aspects of Qur lives, and we lode
the ability to cakefully know'our needs and:minimize the demainds we
place on others. A wasteful society rarely understands.the nature
.of the processes and events in which it is involved in anywhere near
the depth, that a careful society does '. and doesn't even realize
the reduction in its effort if it were to minimize the energy and work
flows through it.

High use of energy creates inefficiencieS4n other areas,of our lives4_,
Energy wasteful automobile transportation encourages separatibn
of living, working, learning, and leisure - generating redundant
city services, Unnecessary building, unnecessary educational dYstems.
etc. Lack of exercise in an energy-servant culture generates
need fo'r unnecessary medical care facilities and recreational facilities.
Hightenergy use has brought about the urbanization of our populatiom-
and-ditiesare inherently inefficient.

Our energy attitudes affect what we gain from our work"and leisure.
"Labor-saving" machines and appliances remove much of the used for
skill in many kinds of, work. Rather than being a benefit,
this robs us of opportunity to develop our abilities and gain finer,
control of .oux thoughts and actions. The,developrnt of unrewarding
work results in the need to gain satisfaction elsewhere, and ithus the
growth of "recreation" to fill the emPtiness in our lives and the
lack of healthy exercise. High use of energy in our work generates
the need for other work or actyeto gain the benefits'normally,
inherent in work, The need_to substituterecreationfOr work not
only generates additional costs, energy use, and'environmental
deterioration by, itself, but also lessens, the insights we gain through-
work about the processes involved and aobut life itself. It also
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lessens the amount of time we have available_for usefuli-meaningful
work.

.."Bodily tensions caused by energy use generate alienation from our
world and our neighbOrs. The'adrenelin-filled pace/ofmodern high
energy society builds up mental tensions while reverting the
release of muscular tensions. The interconne ed mental, muscular,

. I

sexual, and spiyitual tensions built up mak us strongly aware

t/

, of 'the milsculari and physical geparation b/ ween what li5s within
our skins and what lies outside, gener ing a real sense of alienation
from our world.' Complete relaxation f those_tensions removes such
barriers and meOges the awareness f inner and outer_states,and--
events, allowing us to become, are of and dev616P concern for the
processes outside us adwel as wi in. r-

There are technologies available to us other th'arithe energy-intensive
ones -we are familiar With that can offer us different opportunities
for personal and cultral growth. There are energy sources available

-which can easily satisfy less extravagant needs than our own. There
are ways of living which can avoid the alienation and separation
resultW-4-rouroUrt own, while generating more positive work and
learning.

There is a joy of living lightly and a peacefulness of working
directly with the processes of which we are apart which are entirely
missing from our culture. Many things that haVe been developed by
our energy intensive culture we are coming to recognize as generating
subSidiary problems, dependency, energy 6onsumption; and prevention
of-our growth and development - filling our lives 'with unimportant and
meaningless activity, and- bringing'degradation to our surroundings.
ChOoging to live-lightly-, in ways that consume little energy, can be
am opportunity to live a more rewarding and interesting life, rather
than a hardShip.

Happiness comes frOm generating energy rather than consuming it.,

35. See The Indian Craffsthan , Ananda CoomarasWaxly; The Long-,Legged'.:
House; Wendell Berry; "Brain'Power Should Increase_With Age",
PREVENTION, June 1970.

36. See."The Flow of Energy in an Agricultural SoCiety"4 Roy A.
Rappaport, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, Sept. 1971.

37. See "Feng-shui", Environmental Design- Primer, Tom Bender, and,
"Electricity = A Natural Force for-Health", PREVENTION, Nov. 1970.

38,' Spite relationship exists between the massivOibil reserves offshore
of Southeast Asia and the U.S. involvement there.

39. Farmers of 40 Centuries', F.A. King,, gives a revealing picture of
the inbred concern and understanding. of the farmers for their
land and the energy flows through it,.
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4.

Clpening aptio In How We Live

z

Living lightly, with li le-consumption of energy and resources and
little demanld upon'ot r people and places requires some incentives
to change from con ntional_patterns of waste and-overconsumption. ,

Knowledge of th- ntrineic harmfulness of high energy consumption,
and knowledge the limitation of our: fossil fuel resOurces can
provide i.e incentive:It_remains that we are, for a while, a

/
wea .hy nation, and we often persdnally have incomes greater than

/
that necessary-to sustain us comfortably. The disposal of that
wealth in our traditional living patterns almost invariably involves
&necessary work or production, energy consumption, and damage to
our resources, land,, and selyes. We can easily live well on
considerably less ener4y'than we now consume, and live an exciting,
comfortablel'and meaningful life doing it. The question remains
as to what we do with the rest f our time and money. /

1Our conventional pattern is to pend 40 hours a week from the ages
of 20 to 65, at a fairly high wage, in usually boring, frustrating,
and noncreative.work. Money produce4 in this way is saved to live,

t
on in retirement d to pay for recreation in non-working hours.
Our general pattr is to earn much and spend much - unwisely and
rather wastefully. Living on less can open up several options to
thattraditional'pattern. .

/ y

We can keep iitt the same kind of work and retir much earlier - becoming
completely free to do the kinds of creative things we desire to do.

We can keep at the same kind of work, but not work continuously. Taking
a year or so 9ff to do something special, then working a couple of --
years, then taking some more time off, etc.,

We can get into more exciting and creative work that pays less than
the usual exploitive kinds of work.

/ /

We can work less per day or week or month and enjoy more reWardiftg
use- of the rest of our time.

We can live simply and save and use the money -to finance our own ventures--
starting a business we always 0-ante-d to-do but couldn't get financed,
writing a book we couldn't afford time to do, learning other skills
we would like toltave, etc.

Or w' totally change the way we work, accepting less money per hour
Of work in return for the opportunity for the creative work that turns
our-Places andthings into beautifully crafted, Rived, and cared for
,things. Often the only Way we can do things right, yet,do them so
people_can afforcl, them is to-earn lees doing them.than,we have been
led to accept as proper by normal business standards. Yet we find'
that doing so is often the most creative use of our time and exchanges
inflated, exploitive work situations for meaningful and enriching ones.

It is possible for us to live richer and more rewarding lives on
a fraction of the energy we now use. The means are available, and
the benefits great. It requires only the belief that it can be
accomplished.
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